Foundation Membership Grows

“Membership in the National Golf Foundation continues to grow,” says Henry Cowen, pres., The MacGregor Co., and the Foundation’s membership chmn. “Eight new companies have become members in the last six months, bringing total membership to 76.”


Complete information on Foundation membership can be obtained from the National Golf Foundation, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5.

at Guyan G & CC of Huntington for this.

The future calls for expansion, of course. Patsy still hasn’t decided whether to try to make his course an 18-hole layout or not, but does plan construction of a swimming pool eventually.

GCSA Makes Grants for Scholarships and Research

A total of $1,900 in scholarships and research grants will be placed this year by the GCSA Scholarship and Research Fund. Directors of the organization have awarded a $400 Scholarship to Purdue University, two $100 Scholarships to Pennsylvania State University and four separate research grants.

Continuing a program started in 1951 at UCLA, that school will get a second research grant of $250.00 for work on Kikuyugrass control. The Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station at Tifton will receive a $250 research grant as will Kansas State College at Manhattan. These latter are placed in the field of general turf research. In a more specialized field, a $500 grant will be made to the University of Wisconsin for nematode research.

This will mark the third year of operation of the GCSA Scholarship and Research Fund.
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